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Abstract. Widespread hard optimisation problems in economics and logistics are characterised by
large dimensions, uncertainty and nonlinearity and require more powerful methods of stochastic
optimisation that traditional ones. Simulation optimisation is a powerful tool for solving these problems. Moreover, fitness landscape analysis techniques provide an efficient approach to better selection of a suitable optimisation algorithm. The concept and techniques of fitness landscape analysis
are described. A formalised scheme for simulation optimisation enhanced with fitness landscape
analysis is given. Benchmark fitness landscape analysis is performed to find relations between efficiency of an optimisation algorithm and structural features of a fitness landscape. Case study in
simulation optimisation of vehicle routing and scheduling is described. Various optimisation scenarios with application of the fitness landscape analysis are discussed and investigated.
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Introduction
Nowadays solution of many problems in economics and logistics encounters challenges of
high complexity and difficulties of the considered systems (Sakalauskas, Zavadskas 2009;
Masri 2014). A factor that strongly influences the hardness of an optimisation problem is
computational complexity of the problem. Different complexity (e.g., P, NP) classes characterise how computational time or space is dependent on the size of the problem input
data (Garey, Johnson 1979; Sipser 2006). The P (polynomial time) complexity class contains
decision problems if at least one optimisation algorithm exists that can solve the problem
by a Deterministic Turing machine using a polynomial amount of computation. For the
NP (nondeterministic polynomial time) problems, such an algorithm is unknown, but the
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problem could be solved in polynomial time by a nondeterministic Turing machine. More
complexity classes distinguish optimisation problems solvable in the logarithmic or exponential time or with exponential memory resources. So-called NP-hard complexity class
(Sipser 2006) contains problems that are computationally hard and are at least as hard as
the NP-complete problems that are the hardest problems in NP.
NP-hard optimisation problems occur in economics in a variety of cases (Garey, Johnson 1979), such as routing in logistics, assignment tasks in manufacturing planning, scheduling (Eliiyi et al. 2009) in production and logistics, and supply chain planning (Napalkova,
Merkuryeva 2012). Often, traditional optimisation methods (linear programming, integer
programming, stochastic optimisation, etc.) could not be applied to solve hard optimisation problems. These methods may lead to ineffective solutions due to a high number of
optimised parameters, stochastic nature of the optimised system and a large search space.
A number of metaheuristic optimisation techniques are applied for the optimisation of
these tasks. To choose an appropriate technique, fitness landscape analysis of the optimisation problem can be performed. Moreover, simulation of the system allows evaluating
the system performance without analytical calculations. At present, simulation optimisation technology is a necessary tool for optimisation of complex systems, where evaluation
of solutions can be complicated. Simulation-based fitness landscape analysis provides an
efficient approach to analysis of suitability of an optimisation algorithm.
Nowadays, fitness landscape analysis methods are used for the determination of the
problem hardness for metaheuristic algorithms (Stadler 2002; Pitzer, Affenzeller 2012;
Pitzer et al. 2012a). However, there is a lack of information in literature on application of
simulation in fitness landscape analysis within simulation optimisation of complex systems.
Simulation-based fitness landscape analysis will allow better selection of an optimisation
algorithm or construction of the most appropriate algorithm and its adjustment. The paper will discuss techniques for fitness landscape analysis and simulation optimisation of
complex decision problems.

1. Simulation-based optimisation for complex systems
Modern optimisation problems in logistics are characterised by large dimensions, uncertainty and nonlinearity. Thus they require more powerful methods in stochastic optimisation than traditional ones, such as non-linear-programming methods or classical algorithms in stochastic dynamic programming. As mentioned above the main factors that
strongly influence the hardness of the optimisation problem are computational complexity
of the problem, system dynamics and stochastic nature of decision variables and parameters as well as difficulties in obtaining an analytical form of the objective function. To find
solutions to such complex, large-scale, stochastic optimisation problems simulation-based
optimisation approach is applied. In this case, optimisation methods are able to evaluate
solutions by using simulation models instead of analytical expressions. Here, simulation
technique is used to capture all the complexities and dynamics of the modelled system
or optimised problem, whereas optimisation techniques are aimed at finding optimal or
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near-optimal solutions without explicitly evaluating each solution with a simulation model
(Merkuryeva et al. 2011).
The review of optimisation methods traditionally used in simulation optimisation is
given in (Visipkov et al. 1994). Gradient-based Search Methods estimate the simulation
response function gradient to assess the shape of the objective function and employ deterministic mathematical programming techniques. Stochastic Optimisation methods find
a local optimum for an objective function with stochastic values which are not known
analytically. Statistical simulation optimisation methods use some additional information
on the problem and structure of the simulation model. The Response Surface Methodology
is based on approximation of a simulation response surface function by regression metamodels that fit the output variable of a simulation model in a small region of input factors.
The regression metamodel’s being an algebraic model of a simulation model has several
advantages, such as explicit form, deterministic response and computational efficiency. Reproducibility of metamodels and statistical significance of solutions make RSM applicable
for solving simulation optimisation tasks (Merkuryeva 2005). Most of these methods require an ability to estimate a gradient of the simulation response function, are designed for
continuous optimisation problems and are hardly applicable for combinatorial problems.
The literature provides a number of numerical optimisation methods that need only the
numerical value of the objective function for any solution candidate. These methods form
a natural choice in solving complex stochastic optimisation problems, where the closed
form of the objective function is frequently unknown (Gosavi 2003). Numerical methods
also include metaheuristic optimisation methods, which facilitate finding good solutions
for large and complex problems in a reasonable time with application of different heuristic
and stochastic methods.
Although metaheuristic methods don’t guarantee that the optimal solution to the problem will be found, there is a high interest in such methods in the applied optimisation of
real-life problems (Glover, Kochenberger 2003). Let’s note that heuristics provide rules for
search algorithms to explore good solutions and avoid poorer solutions. Particularly, basic
heuristics include random search and local search algorithms, and they are usually unable
to locate global optimal solutions in case of a search space with multiple local optima.
Metaheuristics (Dreo et al. 2006) coordinate an interaction between basic heuristics and
higher level strategies to create an optimisation process that is capable of escaping from a
local optimum and moving on to find other hopefully better local optima. These search
methods are acknowledged as most applicable ones for solving simulation optimisation
problems.
The main classes of metaheuristic optimisation methods are Genetic Algorithm (GA)
(Goldberg 1989), Evolution Strategy (ES) (Schwefel 1995), Simulated Annealing (Kirkpatrick et al. 1983) and Tabu Search (Glover 1989). The application of the metaheuristic and
other numerical methods becomes more important for especially NP-hard combinatorial
optimisation problems (Dreo et al. 2006).
To make a selection and adjustment of an optimisation method more reasonable, a
fitness landscape analysis offers specific techniques for the investigation of the problem
search space.
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2. Fitness landscape analysis review
Fitness landscape analysis provides methods and techniques for a mathematical analysis of
a search space of optimisation problems. It can be applied as a support tool to enhance optimisation of complex problems, and it is widely considered in literature (Weinberger 1990;
Jones, Forrest 1997; Stadler 2002). A fitness landscape is interpreted as a combination of a
fitness function of an optimisation problem and relationships or a distance metric between
solutions in a search space (Reeves, Rowe 2002). It is proposed that the structure of the
fitness landscape affects the way in which a search space is examined by a metaheuristic
optimisation algorithm. Fitness landscape analysis would allow getting more information
on the problem’s properties dependent on a specific optimisation method, which will guide
the optimisation process (Reeves, Rowe 2002). With the landscape analysis it is possible to
get measures of the problem’s difficulty and find recommended configuration of an optimisation algorithm (Beham et al. 2013; Pitzer et al. 2013). Moreover, searching for better
specific algorithms and their configurations for the problem subclasses provides useful
knowledge on the problem solution scenarios (Pitzer, Affenzeller 2012).
Formally, a fitness landscape can be defined (Jones 1995) as follows. Let the representation space R denote a set of representations and a search operator is a function f: M(R) ×
M(R) → [0, 1], where M(R) is a multiset of representations. For representations v , w ∈ M (R),
f(v, w) defines a probability p that v will be modified to w by application of operator f.
Fitness landscape L is defined by a 5-tuple:
L = (R, f, f, F, >F),

(1)

where f is a fitness function; F is a fitness space with partial order >F. The landscape can
also be represented as a directed labelled graph GL = (V, E), where vertices are V ⊆ M ( R ) ,
and edges are E ⊆ V × V . In this representation, a vertex v ∈V is labelled as f(v), and an
edge (v, w) is labelled f(v, w). Similar to nature landscapes, hill ridges, valleys and other
structures can be identified on the fitness landscapes and formalised as peak (or optimum),
local-optimum, global-optimum, plateau and basin of attraction.
There are several characteristics associated with the landscape optima that define the
structure of fitness landscapes and affect mostly the hardness of an optimisation problem.
They are: the modality, which defines a number and density of optima in a search space
(Reeves, Rowe 2002); ruggedness that characterises the impact of all landscape structures
on the hardness of the search (Merz, Freisleben 2000); and neutrality, which defines a
number of plateaus (Reidys, Stadler 2001).
A number of different techniques and metrics have been developed for analysis of fitness landscapes by evaluating their structural characteristics (Hordijk 1996; Jones, Forrest
1997; Vassilev et al. 2000; Smith et al. 2002; Collard et al. 2004; He et al. 2004; Vanneschi
et al. 2006; Czech 2008). They do not require information about all problem solution candidates, but analyse only a part of a fitness landscape data and apply different strategies for
data collection. These strategies are based on simple moves, which generate a trajectory
through the landscape. For example, in the random walk, a solution candidate is randomly
and repeatedly modified. In the adaptive walk, a certain number of mutations are per-
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formed to generate a set of neighbours, and then the best one is selected (Kauffman 1989).
The up-down walk is similar to the adaptive one, but the walk is in reverse direction when
a local optimum is reached (Vassilev et al. 2000). Finally, neutral walks explore “flat” areas
(Reidys, Stadler 2001). It is supposed that reviewed fitness landscapes are statistically isotropic. A technique for isotropy measurement is proposed in (Pitzer et al. 2011).
In statistical analysis techniques (Weinberger 1990), the autocorrelation function is used
to measure the ruggedness of the landscape. In case of a low autocorrelation between two
sets of fitness points separated with some solutions, these points have dissimilar values,
and the landscape is more rugged. Fitness values ft obtained by the random walk on the
N
landscape form a sequence or time series { ft }t =1 of length N. Autocorrelation function
ρ(Γ) between sets of fitness points separated by a distance Γ is calculated by:
ρ(Γ ) ≈

E ( ft ft + s ) − E ( ft ) E ( ft + s )
V ( ft )

,

(2)
N

where E(ft) is the expectation and V(ft) is the variance of a sequence { ft }t =1. For smooth
landscapes the autocorrelation of fitness points in a random walk is close to 1 and tends
to zero for rugged landscapes (Reeves, Rowe 2002). Another correlation metric used in
practice is correlation length τ that defines a distance beyond which two sets of fitness
points become uncorrelated:
1
τ=
.
(3)
ln ρ (1)

(

)

A longer correlation length indicates a smoother landscape while a shorter one would
indicate a more rugged landscape. More robust estimation of the correlation length is proposed by Hordijk (1996). It is extended by the definition, that correlation is significant
while it exceeds two standard-error-bounds −2 N ; +2 N .
In information analysis techniques, the concept of entropy proposed in classical information theory is used as a basic concept to quantify the ruggedness of a landscape. The
fitness landscape is interpreted as an ensemble of objects, which are characterised by their
form, size and distribution. These objects consist of a point on the fitness landscape and
its nearest neighbours. All information measures are calculated with notice to a calculation
accuracy that is defined by parameter ε that defines threshold slopes in the fitness path. All
slopes that have fitness difference between the neighbour solutions less than ε are assumed
to be flat (Vassilev et al. 2000).
Four information measures are proposed in literature. Information content H(ε) and
partial information content M(ε) are two measures of the entropy or amount of fitness
change encountered during the walk in the obtained landscape path. They indicate the
ruggedness and the modality of the landscape path correspondingly. Particularly in case
of high information content, the landscape has a large variety of structures and is more
rugged. The information stability ε* characterises a magnitude optimum in the obtained
landscape fitness path. The density-basin information h(ε) analyses the variety of flat and
smooth sections on the landscape.
To obtain these information measures of the landscape L, the landscape walk is perN
formed, and the sequence of { ft }t =1 collected fitness values is transformed into a string of

(

)
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ensembles S(ε), with elements st ∈{1,0,1}. Information content H(ε) is defined by:
H ( ε ) =− ∑ P [ pq]log 6 P[ pq] ,

(4)

p ≠q

where the parameter ε controls the sensitivity for measuring the entropy H(ε) and is a real
number from the interval [0, £], where £ is the maximum fitness difference of the sequence
{ ft }tN=1. Probabilities P[pq] represent frequencies of possible sub-blocks pq of elements from
string S(ε). Partial information content M(ε) is determined by:
Φ s (1,0,0 )
M (ε) =
,
n

(5)

where Φ s (1,0,0 ) counts the slopes of the optima, that are represented by string S(ε) of
length equal to N. For further explanations we refer to (Vassilev et al. 2000). Finally, the
density-basin information h(ε) is determined by:
h ( ε ) =−

∑

p∈{1,0,1}

P [ pp]log 3 P [ pp] ,

(6)

where probabilities P[pp] represent frequencies of sub-blocks pp from the string S(ε) (Vassilev et al. 2000). Information stability ε* is the lowest ε value, when a fitness path has no
structures at all.

3. Simulation-based fitness landscape analysis and optimisation
To extend the concept of a fitness landscape for its application in simulation optimisation,
fitness landscape L′ is introduced where fitness of solutions is evaluated using a simulation
model instead of an analytical expression:
L′ = (R, f, S).

(7)

Here, R is a representation space, f is a search operator and S denotes a simulation
model with one output variable:

=
S f : x × ξ  yˆ ,
(8)

where x ∈ R is a vector of simulation model input variables, which represent solution
candidates in the representation space; f is an objective function, ξ is a random component
of the model, and ŷ ∈ ℝ is the mathematical expectation of the simulation model output.
To apply fitness landscape analysis in simulation optimisation, the following three-level formalised scheme (see Fig. 1) is introduced (Bolshakov 2013). At the benchmarking
level, information on landscape measures and performance of optimisation algorithms on
benchmark landscapes is collected. At the landscape analysis level, the landscape analysis
procedure is performed. The trajectory on the landscape is generated with different walking strategies, the time series of fitness values are obtained and statistical and information
measures for fitness landscape analysis are calculated. The obtained data are used to select
and adjust an appropriate optimisation algorithm. At the optimisation level, the selected
algorithm is used to solve the problem using a simulation-based metaheuristic optimisation
approach.
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Fig. 1. Simulation optimisation with fitness landscape analysis

Let us define main components of the proposed scheme. Simulation model S is used to
evaluate the performance of a system to be optimised. It produces the simulation output
from several model runs or replications and is defined by:
 
=
S f : x × ξ  yˆ ,
(9)
where f is an objective function, with which an optimal value is searched for inthe op

timisation process; x = (x1, ..., xi, ..., xk) is a vector of k input variables, x ∈ R ; ξ = (ξ1,
ξ2, ..., ξd) is a disturbance vector of d environmental variables; ŷ = E  y  is a mathematical
expectation of simulation output data, where y ∈ ℝ is simulation output in each replication. For each input variable it is true that xi ∈ ℝ, 0 ≤ i < k. Here, the simulation model
is interpreted as a black box that defines input-output relationships of the model without
identifying its states. Landscape walk module LW is formalised as follows:


=
xt +1 LW (xt , φ, yˆ ),
(10)


where t is a number of iterations completed in a walk, and xt +1, xt define vectors of input
variables to simulation model S in the current and previous iterations. Here, ŷ is used as
module input in up-down and neutral landscape walks for determining walking direction

by using an operator f, and a vector x is module output. As a result of process integration
N
of modules LW and S, time series { yˆt } with a number N of evaluations in the trajectory
t =1

N

are generated that define sequences of fitness values denoted above by { ft }t =1 . The modN
ule of statistical and information analysis (S&IA) based on the obtained time series { ft }t =1
calculates a set of the landscape measures ρ(Γ), τ, H(ε), M(ε), h(ε) for different values of
autocorrelation distance Γ and sensitivity ε, i.e.:

({ f } ) × Γ × ε  (ρ(Γ), τ, H (ε), M(ε),h(ε)) .
N
t t =1

(11)
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The module for construction and tuning of an optimisation algorithm allows selecting
an appropriate metaheuristic optimisation algorithm, its configuration, and adjusting its
parameters for a specific problem. Data received at benchmarking and landscape analysis
levels are used as inputs, and model output defines a representation space R and a set Φ of
search operators that form an optimisation algorithm. It is based on the rules and recommendations applicable for known values of the landscape measures.
At the optimisation level, the metaheuristic algorithm (MA module) produces the best
solutions in the automatic search process using a simulation model to evaluate solution
candidates. This module can be formalised as follows:


MA : (R, Φ, yˆ , M x , yˆ )  xt +1 ,
(12)
t

denotes a memory of previous solution candidates obtained after the
where M x , yˆ
t
t-th evaluation. When the optimisation cycle defined by a termination condition is com
pleted, the best found solution yˆopt = x , yˆ is selected. The performance measures of the
optimisation model can be added to the dataset of benchmark landscape measures including the problem landscape L’ and time performance tperf of the optimisation algorithm.

(

(

)

)

4. Experimental analysis for benchmark fitness landscapes
The following fitness function0s used for benchmarking of genetic algorithms (De Jong
1975; Rastrigin 1974; Ackley 1987) were experimentally analysed, i.e., Sphere, Rosenbrock,
Rastrigin and Ackley functions. All these functions can be defined in the same search domain with a similar number of variables and can easily be graphically interpreted for two
variables. For example, so called Rastrigin function has more rugged landscape and in case
of n variables is defined by:

(

f Rastrigin x1 ,..., xn

n

10n + ∑ ( xi2 − 10cos ( 2πxi ) ).
)=

(13)

i =1

In case of the function minimisation, it has one global optimum in point of
x=
i 1,..., n with the value fRastrigin = 0. But this function is highly multimodal having
i 0,=
the local optima produced by its cosine component (see Fig. 2).
For all four functions, the number of variables is taken equal to n = 2, and a search
domain is defined by –5 ≤ xi ≤ 5, i = 1, 2. Two types of solution representation are used, i.e.
real-value encoding and binary representation. In the first case variables x1 and x2 are coded as real numbers with a resolution factor of 0.01. Binary coded chromosomes have length
of 20, where first 10 bits code x1, but others code x2. For real-value encoding, a mutation
operator is applied that changes each variable in a chromosome by +0.01 or –0.01 with a
probability equal to 1/3. For binary representation, a bitflip operator changes a value of a
randomly selected bit to an opposite one. So, eight different fitness landscapes are analysed,
i.e. four different benchmark functions and two types of search space for each function.
Results of multiple global and local landscape experiments performed to estimate their
structural measures using developed software are given in (Merkuryeva, Bolshakovs 2011).
Particularly, the effects of the length generated by a random walk on statistical and in-
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formation measures of benchmark landscapes and a
random noise in fitness were analysed. To define the
effect of a random noise in a fitness function, these
experiments were performed with a modified fitness
function f* such as:
f* = f + ξ,

(14)
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where f is the true fitness function, and ξ is a term
2
2
0
0
that represents noise effects that is treated as a sta2
2
4
4
tistical error and assumed to be normally distributed
2
with mean zero and variance σ . The results of ex4
periments show that both statistical and information
measures are quite sensitive to noise. Furthermore,
2
with increase of variance the autocorrelation gets
lower for shorter lags and higher for longer lags. Ad0
ditionally, a random noise increases the entropy of
2
the fitness landscape structures.
Nowadays, a toolkit for comprehensive and au4
tomatic fitness landscape analysis execution (Pitzer
4
4
2
0
2
et al. 2011) implemented within the open-source
optimisation software HeuristicLab allows plugging
Fig. 2. Rastrigin function with 2 variables and its contour plot
typical fitness landscape analysis techniques into
existing algorithms and provides information about
fitness landscape characteristics during execution.
Moreover, in (Pitzer et al. 2012b) fitness landscape analysis is performed to determine in
what way problem instances of the same class (e.g., vehicle routing problems) are similar
or different. All values of landscape measures obtained by different operators were joined
in a vector of problem instances characteristics and analysed to perform cluster analysis of
the problem instances.

5. Simulation optimisation of vehicle schedules
Vehicle Scheduling Problems (VSP) present a class of optimisation problems aimed at assigning a set of scheduled trips to a set of vehicles, that each trip is associated with one
vehicle, and a cost function for all trips is minimised (Eliiyi et al. 2008; Nagamochi, Ohnishi 2008). The problem is often modified with additional constraints, like time windows,
different vehicle capacity, etc (Merkuryeva, Bolshakov 2015). A number of methods to
solve VSP problems are proposed in literature, e.g. integer programming, combinatorial
methods, heuristics. In practice, the VSP also can be complicated by stochastic processes
existing in the problem, e.g. when the duration of a trip is a random variable. In this case,
evaluation of potential solutions can be made through simulation, and simulation optimisation could be used to solve such problems.
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5.1. Problem statement

A vehicle schedule defines a schedule of deliveries of various types of goods from a distribution centre (DC) to a network of stores (Merkuryeva, Bolshakov 2014). Distribution
routes or trips for vehicles are fixed. For each trip, a sequence of stores (points), average
time intervals for vehicles moving between these points, loading and unloading and types
of goods to be carried are defined. Goods are delivered to stores in the predefined time
windows. For each store, an average demand of goods of each type is defined. Vehicle
capacities are limited and known. Vehicles are assigned to routes and schedules for routes
are generated that minimise the total costs of a schedule. The vehicle idle time is defined
as a sum of time periods, when a vehicle is waiting for the next trip.
Decision variables are introduced to assign vehicles vi to routes and define a start time
ti, for each route, where i is a route number, vi is a vehicle assigned to trip i and ti is start
time of the trip i. The problem constraints are vehicle capacity constraints, delivery time
windows and gate capacity constraints. Express analysis shows that the problem could
have many solutions that are not feasible within defined constraints. This makes a solution
search process non-efficient in terms of computational time. To increase optimisation efficiency, all constraints are converted into soft constraints (Merkuryeva, Bolshakovs 2010),
and the objective function f is specified as follows:
f=

N

i + k T + k T + k T + k N + k N → min,
∑Tidle
1 c
2 m
3 0
4 ol
5 ot

(15)

i =1

i
is the total idle time for vehicle i; N is a number of vehicles; Tc defines the
where Tidle
total duration of overlapping trips for one vehicle; Tm defines the total time of window
mismatches; To and Nol determine the total time and a number of vehicles that exceeded the
total working time; and Not is a number of vehicles overloaded. All indexes for unsatisfied
constraints are multiplied with penalty coefficients ki.

5.2. Fitness evaluation and analysis through simulation

To estimate fitness of potential vehicle schedule solutions, a discrete-event simulation model in AnyLogic simulation software is built (Merkuryeva, Bolshakovs 2010). The vehicle
moving time between two points is defined by a normally distributed random variable.
The efficiency of a schedule candidate is evaluated by the average total idle time of all vehicles, and during simulation constraints violations are monitored. To validate the model,
a schedule from a case study was simulated.
The results of fitness landscape analysis for the problem with stochastic input data
(stochastic times for moving, unloading, etc.) and deterministic data expressed by mean
values are given in Table 1. In each series of simulation experiments, 5 replications with 100
Table 1. Information and statistical measures
H(0.1)

M(0.1)

h(0.1)

ε*

ρ(1)

ρ(10)

τ

Stochastic

0.66

0.20

0.49

0.40

0.84

0.21

7.24

Deterministic

0.62

0.17

0.37

0.35

0.89

0.32

8.75

Model input data
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solutions in the path were made. Sensitivity value ε for calculation of information measures
is given as 0.1 of the difference between the smallest and largest fitness values in the path.
To perform a random walk on the fitness landscape, a mutation operator changes one
randomly selected trip in the solution candidate by assigning a new randomly chosen
vehicle, and start time is shifted to the later one by a certain constant value (Merkuryeva,
Bolshakov 2012a). A sample random walk in one experiment is shown in Figure 3.
170

Fitness value

160
150
140
130
120
110
100

0

10

20

30
40
50
60
70
The current number of solutions in random walk

80

90

100

Fig. 3. Fitness values in a random walk on the landscape

The problem with stochastic data seems to be more complex for an optimisation algorithm as far as values of the autocorrelation function between adjacent solutions ρ(1) are
lower, and information measures have higher entropy and higher modality.
Statistical measures indicate that both landscapes are relatively rugged. The autocorrelation ρ(10) between two sets of landscape points separated by 10 solutions is very low.
Additionally, the information content H(0.1) is relatively high. The partial information
content M(0.1) is low and as a result, the modality of landscapes should be low. Density-basin information h(0.1) indicates that local peaks have high density. Results of additional
experiments and a comparative analysis show that the defined problem landscape is less
rugged than landscapes of the benchmark fitness functions whose solutions are coded in
binary chromosomes. Thus, this problem could be solved using genetic algorithms (GA)
as those problems based on the benchmark functions.
5.3. Optimisation scenarios

Fitness evaluation with simulation is time consuming. To perform a faster and more comprehensive analysis, the simulation model was re-implemented as a plug-in of HeuristicLab
(Wagner 2009) by maintaining its logic. To enhance the quality of optimisation results,
permutation encoding of solutions is introduced. A chromosome contains m + n genes,
where n is a number of vehicles and m is a number of trips. The genes that have values
less or equal to m encode a trip number, and values greater than m encode delimiters or
vehicle designators and define, that the next sequence of trips should be performed by the
corresponding vehicle (Bolshakov et al. 2011).
A grid of landscape analysis experiments was created to compare values between different landscapes (Bolshakov et al. 2011). First, comparison of different mutation operators
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is performed, and, second, comparison between existing and proposed encodings is done.
In particular, it was found that in a random walk, values of autocorrelation function are
slightly lower for the replacement operator. In up-down walk the situation is opposite:
replacement mutation has higher correlation than shift mutation, but three artificial problems are different to the others (see Figure 4, where dots are for replacement and crosses
for shift mutators). Moreover, the value of the autocorrelation function in random and
up-down walks is lower for the permutation encoding. It means that landscapes of this
encoding should be more rugged.
A number of VSP optimisation algorithms implemented in the Heuristic framework,
i.e. Evolution Strategy (ES), Simulated Annealing (SA) and GA, were tested. For integer
encoding, both ES and SA algorithms are fast and highly successful, but the ES is able to
find solutions with better quality (Fig. 5). A GA finds even better solutions, but requires
larger numbers of evaluations. Permutation encoding is found to be more effective for optimisation of the VSP, as algorithms are able to find solution in less time. Moreover, almost
all idle times are eliminated, and trip overlapping id also avoided. Even though the search
space for this type of encoding is more complex and rugged, nevertheless, due to its smaller
size the search of the globally optimal solution becomes more effective.
If the GA is selected, permutation encoding has to be chosen unless the problem contains more than 100 trips. In case of integer vector encoding, selection of an appropriate
mutation operator is based on the statistical analysis: an operator with the highest autocorrelation value in the up-down walk should be selected.
Furthermore, an additional simulation optimisation scenario was investigated to define
an optimal set of delivery routes and schedules of routed solutions. It is supposed, that an
optimal distribution of routes and vehicles would minimise a number of required vehicles
as well as decrease delivery distances and the total vehicle idle time. Correspondingly, two
optimisation problems are introduced (Bolshakov 2013) and solved sequentially: 1) vehicle
routing with time windows, and 2) vehicle route scheduling.
For vehicle routing, an island genetic algorithm with offspring selection (IOSGA) described in (Vonolfen et al. 2011) is applied. It presents a coarse-grained parallel GA where
population is divided into several islands in which GA works independently. Periodically,
after a certain number of generations best solutions migrate between islands. Offspring
selection forces the algorithm to produce offspring solutions with better fitness than their
parents (Affenzeller et al. 2009). For the considered problem instances, operators and parameters of the IOSGA were determined experimentally: a proportional selector; 5 islands;
200 individuals in population; ring migration each 20 generations with 15% rate: random
individuals are replaced with the best ones from a neighbour island. The maximal selection
pressure was set equal to 200 and the mutation rate equal to 5%. A GVR crossover (Pereira
et al. 2002) was selected as it works with an unlimited number of vehicles, but provides best
results in terms of keeping routes not overloaded.
It is worth mentioning that GA is not considered as the strongest optimisation method
for the VRP (Gendreau et al. 2001; Baker, Ayechew 2003), and more often the Tabu Search
(TS) algorithm with constraint relaxation (Cordeau et al. 2001) is recommended as more
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efficient approach. However, genetic algorithms show good performance for routing problems and are highly robust and adjustable. Also, for the considered example instance, the
IOSGA showed better results than TS.
For route scheduling, permutation encoding (Merkuryeva, Bolshakov 2012b) is applied,
different optimisation algorithms, such as ES, GA, Island GA with 5 islands and Offspring
Selection GA (Affenzeller et al. 2009) were examined. Finally, the ES was selected for its
ability to find the best results with fewer evaluations.
The results of a sample experiment for a day plan and specific demand data from 53
stores are presented in Figure 6. The best found routing solution defines 34 routes, which
may be combined due to long time windows. Furthermore, the ES (20 + 100) algorithm
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Fig. 6. Vehicle routing and scheduling solutions for a sample instance

was applied for scheduling of the routed solution. As a result, the optimal schedule was
found with all constraints satisfied if at least 6 vehicles are available.
Vehicle routing optimisation complemented with scheduling of routed solution can be
applied in the delivery tasks, where vehicle trips are relatively short in comparison with a
planning horizon.

Conclusions
Complex optimisation problems in economics and logistics are characterised by large
dimensions, nonlinearity and uncertainty, and require more powerful techniques in stochastic optimisation. The proposed formalised scheme for simulation-based fitness landscape analysis and optimisation allows extending the concept of a fitness landscape for its
application in simulation optimisation. Evaluation of structural characteristics of fitness
landscape provides data in order to select an appropriate optimisation algorithm as well
as adjust its components and parameters. Experimental analysis of benchmark landscapes
allows finding relations between structural features of fitness landscapes, their measures
and behaviour of optimisation algorithms on these landscapes.
Two types of vehicle schedule optimisation solutions are developed in the case study.
The first one is designed in way that has predefined vehicle routes and is simulation-based
with stochastic factors. The second solution allows optimising both vehicle routes and
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schedules when routes are not predefined. Sequential vehicle routing and scheduling of
routed solutions allows obtaining cost-effective solutions in large store network delivery
planning by minimising a number of required vehicles and related costs. In both solutions,
fitness landscape analysis is applied for investigating and adjustment of optimisation algorithms to be performed in each specific case.
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